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Chapter 4 

Be Clear: Scientology and Organizational Fluency 

 

Scientology Sources: L. Ron Hubbard canonized Scientology teachings in a variety of formats. I 

rely primarily on communiques/bulletins that he wrote and distributed to various Scientology 

organizations and individuals. These texts were later gathered, re-issued, or cancelled in multi-

volume collections grouped either by date of publication, subject matter, or intended audience.1 I 

obtained these multi-volume collections from the Stephen A. Kent Collection on Alternative 

Religions (University of Alberta). Specific publication/alteration/re-printing/cancellation dates 

appear in the bibliography as available, and in the text where significant. I cite these documents 

parenthetically in the following format: (“Title of Document” [Year of Original Publication] 

Year of Collected Volume Publication, Page Number in Collected Volume). For example, 

(“Language Adjustment” [1950] 1982, 357).  

 

The Church of Scientology International’s founder, Lafayette Ronald Hubbard, wrote 

prolifically. Hubbard’s corpus contains an array of repurposed terms and a plethora of acronyms. 

Although Hubbard did not rely on pejorative language as an ideological tool in the same way that 

Peoples Temple, the Children of God, or the Jesus People did, he adapted and repurposed a 

variety of otherwise-mundane words to describe and legitimate Dianetics and Scientology.  

 Recognizing the potential confusion that group members faced when confronted with so 

many redefined terms, Hubbard insisted on linguistic fluency – particularly, reading 

comprehension – as a key to Scientological success. To this end, many Scientology books begin 

with an Important Note. While the Note’s details varied over time, its core concept remained 

stable:  

In reading this book, be very certain you never go past a word you do not fully  

understand. The only reason a person gives up a study or becomes confused or unable to 

learn is because he or she has gone past a word that was not understood. . . . If the 

 
1 During his lifetime, Hubbard adapted and re-issued material, and cancelled some older instructions in new 

publications. These adaptations and cancellations were justified as updating older policies with new discoveries, 

optimizing extant procedures, or re-wording earlier ideas using newly standardized vocabulary. Adaptations and 

cancellations thus appear as improvements rather than rectifications of erroneous doctrines. In Hubbard’s words: 

“Teaching and Admin evolved with our formative years. Thus patterns and policies, like our tech, grow better. 

Growing better, some of it became obsolete” (“Technical and Policy Distribution” [1965] 1974, 106). 
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material becomes confusing or you just can’t seem to grasp it . . . don’t go any further, 

but go back to BEFORE you got into trouble, find the misunderstood word and get it 

defined ([1952] 2007, Important Note). 

 

A Scientologist’s success or failure in using Hubbard’s techniques, in other words, depended on 

that practitioner’s fluency.  

 At first glance, Scientology’s definitional warning seems to conflict both with Murphy’s 

understanding of language and Lillis’ argument that written language is as lively as spoken 

language. That is, Scientology’s insistence on proper definition appears to point towards 

language’s standardization and immutability, where an orthodox definition is applied in varying 

circumstances. Scientology’s fascination with fluency, comprehension, and proper usage, 

however, exemplifies the functions of language covered in chapter 3 and the theory and 

definition of religion explained in chapter 2.  

This chapter demonstrates that Hubbard’s insistence on in-group fluency arose from two 

ideological collisions. First, his decision to depict Dianetics and Scientology as a completely new 

technology clashed with his desire to promote Dianetics and Scientology as accessible to a 

broad, non-technical audience. Second, Hubbard’s assertion that Dianetics and Scientology could 

fail only in practice became dangerous in light of his assertion that practical applicability directly 

correlated to a philosophy’s truth or value. While effectively handing responsibility for 

Scientology’s legitimacy and truth to its practitioners, Hubbard relied on cultivating definitional 

fluency to ensure the movement’s success – at least on its own terms. Hubbard further guarded 

against the dangers of misinterpretation by framing in-group reading comprehension in terms of 

the asymmetrical categories of sanity and insanity. By linking both internal organizational 

failures and external critical opposition to insanity, and by describing insanity as antithetical to 

Scientology, Hubbard linguistically guarded against opposition and failure. 
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Discovering Dianetics, Engineering Scientology 

To provide a historical and doctrinal context for language change and organizational 

fluency in Scientology, it is necessary to sketch the contours of Hubbard’s life and work. Similar 

to the Children of God, Scientology developed as a collection of global franchises, rather than a 

single movement community. Rather than accounting for the individual variations of Scientology 

centres around the world, I here present an abbreviated historical timeline that focusses on 

Hubbard’s role in disseminating Scientology teachings and the organization’s changing 

organizational structure.2 Moreover, although Scientology persists beyond Hubbard’s death, this 

historical summary focusses primarily on the time period between Hubbard’s first forays into 

marketing Dianetics in the early 1950s and his death in 1986.  

Hubbard was born in Nebraska in 1911, the only child of Ledora May Waterbury and 

Harry Ross Hubbard (Westbrook 2019, 67). As the son of a naval officer, Hubbard encountered 

Navy doctors and scientists, including a figure named Snake Thompson (Miller 1987, 23-24). 

Allegedly, Thompson had studied with Sigmund Freud, and Hubbard later identified Thompson 

as the figure who first introduced him to psychoanalytic theories.3 Hubbard’s own post-

secondary career began in 1930 at George Washington University, where he studied engineering 

and physics (Melton 2009, 18; Westbrook 2019, 68). Rather than finishing his degree, however, 

Hubbard pursued adventure – including taking up aviation and leading a sailing expedition to the 

Caribbean – before dropping out to turn his attention to an occupation that would define his 

 
2 The brevity of my historical synopses here and in chapters 5-7 is also dictated by the availability of recent 

and comprehensive historical overviews of each of the NRMs covered in this thesis. In relation to Scientology, 

Donald Westbrook’s Among the Scientologists: History, Theology, and Praxis (2019) is exemplary. 

  
3 Scholars debate Thompson’s identity. Russell Miller warns that Thompson “cannot be identified from US 

Navy records, nor can his relationship with Freud be established” (1987, 25). William Sims Bainbridge, anecdotally, 

claims that Thompson was a colleague of his (Bainbridge’s) great uncle, further explaining that his work as a soldier 

and spy in multiple conflicts and countries made him difficult to track (2009, 39-41). Bainbridge further claims that 

Thompson was familiar with psychoanalysis (2009, 41). 
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career: writing (Miller 1987, 48, 52).4 In particular, Hubbard began writing science fiction 

stories, combining his academic interest in new technologies with his passion for adventure. 

Janet Reitman suggests that science fiction’s appeal as a genre in the early 1930s lay in 

its ability to transport readers away from Depression-era hardship (2011, 8). She goes on to 

write, however, that one of Hubbard’s most supportive editors – Astounding Science Fiction’s 

John W. Campbell, Jr. – downplayed escapism, instead viewing the genre as a way for authors 

and readers to address real-world problems through analogy and metaphor (Reitman 2011, 9). 

Campbell defended science fiction against critics who labelled the genre fanciful or juvenile. 

Responding to those who believed that “the majority of our readers are . . . equipped with 

adolescent minds,” Campbell characterized his audience as possessing “two characteristics 

which the average man – even the average normally intelligent man – simply does not have: 

imagination, and a willingness to think” (Fulton 2016, 352).  

Campbell’s idea that imaginative/speculative discussions of science, exploration, and 

technology could affect positive change in the real world provides an apt summary of Hubbard’s 

later goals with Dianetics and Scientology. While science fiction texts may fall outside the 

bounds of traditional religious discourse, several scholars connect religion to speculative  

(quasi-)scientific writing. James Lewis, for instance, connects Hubbard’s early work with New 

Thought’s emphasis on individuals finding solutions to practical problems by manipulating the 

unseen (2012, 134). Susan Raine, in turn, remarks that “although characterized by rationalist 

discourse, science fiction narratives do mirror the functional aspects of religion” insofar as they 

offer insight into human nature, attempt prophetic readings of the future, and discuss themes of 

salvation (2017, 539). Hubbard’s leap from science fiction stories to religious technology 

 
4 Stephen A. Kent (2020) suggests that lackluster grades facilitated Hubbard’s departure from university.  
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manuals, therefore, was not a total shift in literary interests. While Hubbard’s genre – and 

audience – changed, his interest in combining personal quests for progress and purpose with 

imaginative approaches to emergent technology persisted. 

 This transition, however, took place gradually. During the Second World War, Hubbard 

served in the naval reserve and spent time in a naval hospital, where he later claimed to have 

begun his research into the mental origins of physical illness (Westbrook 2019, 69). Following 

the war, Hubbard spent time in Los Angeles in the social circle of occultist Jack Parsons (Urban 

2012, 94). Although Hubbard seemingly fit in well with the authors and open-minded esoteric 

seekers in Parsons’ social circle, he was reportedly unhappy, and – after looking into psychiatric 

treatment – followed a self-help regime outlined by Parsons consisting of making self-affirming 

statements to boost his self-esteem (Reitman 2011, 20-21). Hubbard’s interaction with 

esotericism and growing interest in self-catalyzed healing that utilized the mind – along with his 

ongoing output of science fiction stories – eventually resulted in his researching and writing 

about the science of the mind.5 In the May 1950 issue of Astounding Science Fiction, Hubbard 

announced his discovery of a new science of mental health and published Dianetics: the Modern 

Science of Mental Health the same year (Hellesøy 2014, 258; Hubbard [1950] 1978). 

 Dianetics divided the human mind into two parts: an “analytical mind” responsible for 

managing information gathered in everyday life, and a “reactive mind,” or an unconscious that is 

activated by painful or traumatic experiences (Reitman 2011, 25). According to Hubbard, the 

 
5 There are two caveats to qualify this genealogical claim. First, Hubbard’s research into mental health in 

the late 1940s is difficult to prove. Little evidence exists that he actually supervised patients suffering from mental 

illness (Westbrook 2019, 70). Evidence does exist, however, that Hubbard falsely reported his scientific credentials 

to legitimate his claims (see Manca 2012, 84-85). Second, scholars and former members debate the extent to which 

Hubbard’s occultist connections affected Dianetics’s development (see Urban 2012, 92-93; Westbrook 2019, 69). 

By claiming that Hubbard’s post-war activities influenced the birth of Dianetics, I suggest only that a) his self-

directed search for scientific certainty regarding mental health characterized his approach to research throughout 

Scientology’s history, and b) his development of an alternative religion that relayed secret revelations took place in 

an intellectual climate that privileged specialized, closely-guarded knowledge.  
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repressed traumatic memories – or “engrams” – in the reactive mind could be triggered by 

stimuli after the traumatic experience, hindering an individual’s physical and psychological well-

being (Westbrook 2019, 70). Through a technique called “auditing,” Dianetics practitioners 

could rid themselves of engrams, exorcising traumatic memories to allegedly alleviate physical 

symptoms and increase their health, well-being, and potential (Cowan and Bromley 2008, 33). 

To disseminate auditing techniques, Hubbard gave lecture tours, explaining new developments in 

Dianetics and offering test cases for public scrutiny.  

David Bromley attributes the early success of Dianetics to its status as a “do-it-yourself 

alternative [to psychotherapy]. . . . In contrast to psychotherapy, Dianetics was much more 

accessible, promised more immediate progress, and placed the practitioner rather than a therapist 

in control of the therapy process” (2009, 87). This do-it-yourself approach, however, also made 

Dianetics difficult to regulate. Dianetics Clubs sprang up across the United States, Canada, and 

the United Kingdom, but – as deployments of techniques described, rather than directly 

overseen, by Hubbard – the understanding and practice of Dianetics in these venues varied 

(Hellesøy 2014, 259). While he established his own Dianetic Research Foundations to license 

and professionalize the auditing process, poor financial management forced Hubbard to sell the 

naming rights to Dianetics in 1952 (Reitman 2011, 30, 38). Equally problematically, Hubbard’s 

research lacked scientific and medical credibility. Although Dianetics sold well initially, medical 

experts quickly panned both Hubbard’s research and Dianetics’ claims (see Kent 1999, 107-108).  

To cope with errant practitioners, forfeiting the Dianetics name, and criticism from 

scientific and medical experts, Hubbard morphed Dianetics – a science of the mind – into 

Scientology – a religion of the soul. This transition marked a departure from Hubbard’s original 

intent. Dianetics made little attempt to classify its subject as religious, instead outlining “an 
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organized science of thought built on . . . statements of natural laws,” clarity, and rigor ([1950] 

1978, 6). In an October 1950 publication, Hubbard shrugged off questions of whether Dianetics 

preferred faith or atheism, explaining that “Dianetics is a science; as such, it has no opinion 

about religion” (“Dianetics and Religion” [1950] 1979, 38). 

Within a few years, however, Hubbard embraced an understanding of religion that served 

his growing movement. First, Hubbard identified “religious” behavior as practices that connected 

the human spirit to the physical world, writing that “religious philosophy implies . . . research on 

the nature of the spirit and study on the relationship of the spirit to the body” (“Religious 

Philosophy and Religious Practice” [1967] 1976, 195). He clarified that his early research into 

“cells and cellular memory,” particularly memories retained from past lives, exemplified this 

spiritual connection (“Dianetics and Scientology Definitions” [1965] 2007, 7).  

Second, “religion” in Hubbard’s writing referred broadly to “a philosophic teaching 

designed to better the civilization into which it is taught” (“Why Doctor of Divinity?” [1954] 

1980, 73). Third, Hubbard candidly remarked that “society affords to men of the church an 

access [to social organizations and authorities] not given to others,” claiming that religious status 

granted Scientologists “expediency and protection under the law” (“Why Doctor of Divinity?” 

[1954] 1980, 73-74). These conceptions of religion helped rebrand Hubbard’s research, classified 

Scientology as beneficial to society, and potentially afforded Scientology both prestige and 

protection. 

 The Church of Scientology of California was incorporated in 1954, prepared either to 

spread Hubbard’s philosophy of improvement or to “insulate [Hubbard’s] fledgling Scientology 

practices from secular regulators” (Kent 1999, 113-114). Hubbard also endorsed the “E-meter,” 

an auditing tool that promised greater clarity and insight for auditing practitioners than previous 
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Dianetics techniques (Reitman 2011, 39-40). The transition from therapy technology to religious 

body mirrored other mid-century self-help gurus, such as Norman Vincent Peale, who linked 

religious identity and self-help practices (Reitman 2011, 44). Hubbard’s conflicts with American 

regulatory bodies, however, persisted. In 1959, Hubbard relocated to Saint Hill Manor in Sussex, 

England to pursue his research without federal oversight from American bodies (Bromley 2009, 

87). A Food and Drug Administration raid on Scientology’s Washington, D.C. headquarters in 

1963 to seize E-meters seemingly justified Hubbard’s worries about external opposition to 

Scientology’s discoveries (Reitman 2011, 61).6 Ongoing perceptions of external pressure despite 

Scientology’s religious – that is, tax exempt – status in the United States resulted in three 

organizational and doctrinal developments in Scientology during the 1960s. 

First, Hubbard distanced himself from the public eye, claiming to resign as Executive 

Director of Scientology to focus on research and discovery (“Founder” [1966] 1974, 579). 

Leaving Saint Hill Manor, he founded the Sea Org, a small flotilla of vessels that would house 

Hubbard from 1967 until 1975 (Westbrook 2019, 128).7 This shift to secluded/transitory life 

meant that Hubbard relied increasingly on disseminating his teachings by written methods. 

Unlike his early promotion of Dianetics through lectures, Hubbard communicated with converts 

primarily through texts and audiotapes that practitioners either purchased or received in the 

course of their Scientology duties. These texts, moreover, increasingly took the form of 

 
6 The FDA worried that Scientology mis-represented the E-meter’s ability to treat mental health conditions 

as medical tools, while Scientologists contended that E-meters were religious artifacts (see Melton 2009, 24).  

 
7 Westbrook notes that Hubbard’s exit from England coincided both with his failure to renew his visa and 

the government’s refusal to grant Scientology charitable status (2019, 127).  
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administrative documents or highly specific theological/technological communiques, rather than 

monographs containing basic doctrines distributed to potential converts.8  

Second, Hubbard instituted measures to punish aberrant or wayward practitioners, 

emphasizing orthodoxy through surveillance, punishment, and education. In his immediate 

sphere of influence, Hubbard subjected Sea Org members to unannounced inspections, creating 

the Rehabilitation Project Force to correct and re-educate members whose behavior or beliefs 

appeared deviant or dangerous (Raine 2009, 84-85). In addition to receiving social stigma and 

physical labour as sanctions, participants in the Rehabilitation Project Force undertook intensive 

study of Scientology doctrines (Kent 2001a, 362). As I discuss below, careful study mediated by 

reading and understanding texts is a key Scientology technique for ensuring organizational unity 

and fluency, and for curbing ingenuity. In less punitive terms, Hubbard communicated with the 

Sea Org through “Messengers,” or youth who attended Hubbard and relayed his directives to 

other Scientologists (Miller 1987, 301-302). The verbatim quality of these messages – Miller 

notes that Messengers were “trained to deliver Hubbard’s orders using his exact words and tone 

of voice” – underscores another topic discussed below: the importance of fidelity and replication 

in Scientology’s doctrines and practices (1987, 301-302).  

Third, Hubbard created the Guardian’s Office to counter critics. Donald Westbrook 

explains that the Guardian’s Office’s “original purpose was to safeguard the church and its 

members from the unnecessary influence of negative news that might thwart spiritual progress” 

(2019, 159). To silence critics, the organization participated in both legal and illegal tactics, 

ranging from lawsuits to implicating opponents in criminal activities to infiltrating government 

offices to gather information about critics’ investigations of Scientology (Westbrook 2019, 160). 

 
8 Certainly, Hubbard continued to write books. Scientology texts, however, increasingly reflect the 

organizational and doctrinal complexity that characterized its growth into an international religious body. 
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The Guardian’s Office’s efforts to infiltrate and surveil the American government ultimately led 

to the office’s dissolution,9 but reflected the “context of fear, suspicion, and secrecy that gave 

birth to incredibly elaborate new systems of security” during the Cold War (Urban 2006, 374). 

Scientology’s paranoia and mistrust of groups such as the FBI and the CIA, ironically, mirrored 

the FBI and CIA’s paranoia and mistrust of Scientology. While Hubbard’s seclusion and 

increasingly confrontational approach to critics might suggest that Scientology’s development in 

the late 1960s emphasized separation and hostility, the creation of the Guardian’s Office reveals 

the ongoing interplay between developments in NRMs and wider social attitudes/practices.  

As the primary site of new Scientology research and discovery, Scientologists regularly 

visited the Sea Org to obtain training from upper-level members. By 1975, this floating centre 

for disseminating Hubbard’s doctrines could no longer effectively handle the number of 

Scientologists willing to pay to learn what levels of personal ability lay beyond the status of 

Clear, so Hubbard established a centre in Clearwater, Florida (Melton 2009, 27). By acquiring 

multiple properties in Clearwater,10 Scientology created a fixed physical location for adherents to 

congregate, but Hubbard’s transition back to land remained characterized by the paranoia that 

had fueled his sojourn in international waters and the Guardian’s Office’s creation. In fact, 

Hubbard’s fears were well-grounded, as a mid-1977 government raid on Scientology churches in 

Washington, D.C. and Los Angeles revealed documents that outlined the Guardian’s Office’s 

infiltration of the Internal Revenue Service (Melton 2009, 27). Although Hubbard himself was 

not charged, other upper-level Scientologists – including his wife, Mary Sue Hubbard – 

 
9 Urban explains that this dissolution led to the creation of “an Office of Special Affairs (OSA), which 

many believe has continued the same sorts of clandestine surveillance and espionage operations” (2011, 206).  

  
10 As Westbrook notes, Hubbard considered other locations as well (2019, 138). He attributes the decision 

to establish a base at Clearwater to economic factors – “downtown Clearwater was sagging economically and it was 

only a matter of time before an outside investor… took advantage of an open opportunity” (Westbrook 2019, 138). 
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eventually pleaded guilty to charges of conspiracy in 1979 (Reitman 2011, 123). Amidst these 

criminal cases, Reitman describes Hubbard’s ongoing demands for secrecy and anonymity as a 

life of multiple secret homes, night-time meetings between Messengers using aliases and 

disguises, and travels using circuitous paths to throw off potential followers (2011, 127). By 

1980, Hubbard secluded himself even further, disappearing from public view for the remainder 

of his life (Reitman 2011, 124-125). 

Organizationally, Hubbard’s total seclusion and the criminal charges brought against the 

Guardian’s Office led to several major changes in the early 1980s. These changes brought 

individual Scientology franchises under the guidance of a global umbrella organization, the 

Church of Scientology International, which protected the orthodoxy of Hubbard’s teachings and 

guided the application of Scientology technology (Melton 2009, 28; Westbrook 2019, 247n9). 

According to Kjersti Hellesøy, the Church of Scientology International was also responsible for 

translating Hubbard’s texts for international Scientology centres, “ensur[ing] the uniformity of 

the teachings and technology” (2009, 263). Another newly created administrative body, the 

Religious Technology Center, took over Scientology’s various trademarks, controlling licensing 

matters to further guarantee the organization’s orthodoxy and orthopraxy (Melton 2009, 29). 

Rather than Hubbard directly leading these administrative bodies, the Church of Scientology 

International and the Religious Technology Center operated under the rising authority of a 

Messenger named David Miscavige (b. 1960). According to the Church of Scientology’s 

biography of Miscavige, these reforms were the work of  

a heroic church executive who cleaned the ranks of rogue staff attempting to seize control 

of Scientology. . . . In light of what had nearly transpired, [Hubbard] requested a 

corporate reorganization of the Church to ensure [it] would not fall into hostile hands 

(Church of Scientology International 2020a). 
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From a functional standpoint, the emergence of new administrative bodies routinized Hubbard’s 

charismatic role while maintaining the authority and integrity of his teachings. Nevertheless, 

after Hubbard passed away in early 1986, every Church of Scientology maintains an office set up 

for Hubbard’s use if he returns to continue his research (Melton 2009, 29). Rather than separate 

Scientology from its deceased founder, Miscavige explained that Hubbard had simply discarded 

his body to pursue new levels of research (Reitman 2011, 144). This explanation retained 

Hubbard as the de facto head of Scientology, and – more importantly – maintained a potential 

link to Hubbard’s authority and ability to produce new revelations. Despite his physical absence, 

then, Hubbard and his teachings remain a present fixture of Scientology orthodoxy.  

  

Hubbard’s Linguistic Discontents 

With Hubbard’s warning to “never go past a word you do not fully understand” looming 

at the beginning of many of the group’s texts, Scientology required both a rationale for giving 

such a warning and the tools for circumventing the dangers of misunderstanding. Two 

discontents arising from Hubbard’s view of language provide the impetus for such warnings. 

First, Hubbard recognized that clarity and fluency could help spread his new science of the mind 

to a wide audience. The new and pioneering nature of Hubbard’s work, however, meant that he 

could explain Dianetics using only new and unfamiliar language.11 Second, Hubbard 

conceptualized language as essentially rule-governed, and thus concluded that learning language 

was as simple as learning to follow a set of rules. Upon closer inspection, however, Hubbard 

recognized that language’s rules allowed for infinite variations in meaning and usage. 

 
11 See Franklin and Oakes (2016) for an analysis of Scientology’s linguistic distinctiveness. Comparing 

Hubbard’s writings to the corpora of five world religions in several text analysis experiments, the study concludes 

that Scientology’s vocabulary is distinctive and unique. 
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Scientology’s canon thus includes two language-based tensions. On the one hand, Hubbard 

simultaneously required clarity and complexity to explain his discoveries. On the other hand, 

Hubbard depicted language as simultaneously easy to learn and difficult to use. 

 To circumvent these challenges, Scientology developed a variety of written tools to teach 

general language concepts and to clarify specific vocabulary choices within its texts. 

Paradoxically, the tools explained their existence by acknowledging the inescapability of 

difficult language in Hubbard’s pioneering work while also outlining the benefits of clarity and 

simplicity. Dianetics, for instance, began with a section entitled “How To Read This Book.” In 

it, Hubbard assured the reader that  

this volume has made no effort to use resounding or thunderous phrases, frowning 

polysyllables or professional detachment. . . . “Basic language” has been used, much of 

the nomenclature is colloquial, the pedantic has not only not been employed, it has also 

been ignored ([1950] 1978, xvi).  

 

Since “this volume communicates to several strata of life and professions,” Hubbard explained, 

accessible or lay language best suited the text’s broad audience (“How To Read This Book” 

[1950] 1978, xvi). If one reads Dianetics as a mass-market form of proselytization this 

deployment of “basic language” makes sense, since easy-to-grasp concepts resonate with a wider 

audience than technical or unique terminology. 

Amidst this appeal to match its language to a general reading audience, however, 

Dianetics noted that language should also reflect its subject. “How to Read This Book” classified 

both its audience and its author as explorers venturing into previously uncharted territory 

(Hubbard [1950] 1978, xv-xvi). In 1955 Hubbard described Scientology’s discoveries as “far 

more important than [Vasco Núñez de] Balboa’s glimpse of the Southern Sea or [Christopher] 

Columbus’ glance at San Salvador,” and explained that “the trained Scientologist is the greatest 

adventurer of all” (“The Adventure of Scientology” [1955] 1980, 244). A 1959 depiction of “The 
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Man Who Invented Scientology” identified Hubbard as an “engineer, explorer, nuclear physicist 

and writer” whose work combined “knowledge of Eastern thought gained in his travels . . . 

instruction in psychology . . . [and] training in mathematics and nuclear physics” ([1959] 1976, 

470). Both Hubbard and his readers occupied the roles of explorer, adventurer, and traveler. 

The Dianetics and Scientology Technical Dictionary, published in 1975, similarly cast 

Scientology’s origins using the language of exploration and discovery: “in the search which 

brought about Dianetics and Scientology many new phenomena were encountered” (1975, ix). 

Even in 1979, nearly thirty years after Dianetics appeared in print, Hubbard reminded 

Scientologists that “Dianetics and Scientology are new news to the bulk of the world’s 

population. . . . Before 1949 Man’s knowledge of himself, the spirit and the mind was a black 

barbarism” (“Dianetics and Scientology are New,” [1979] 1986, 264). In each of these instances, 

Hubbard’s research appeared as the uncovering of totally new information gleaned from 

exploration and investigation. 

Hubbard’s interest in proper definition grew out of his self-characterization as “an 

engineer, explorer . . . and writer.” Unlike the other movement leaders discussed in later 

chapters, Hubbard located his linguistic authority and clarity in his technical expertise as a 

writer. That is, Jones and Berg claimed authority as speakers or authors through their close 

connection to – or understanding of – God. Jones manufactured clarity through common-sense 

speaking, while Berg – and Hollywood Free Paper founder Pederson – claimed clarity through 

the use of popular lingo. By contrast, Hubbard’s self-characterization suggests that he claimed 

authority and clarity as a technical writer whose scientific expertise and authorial career enabled 

him to clearly convey information.12 These identity statements are a form of Wajnryb’s 

 
12 Franklin and Oakes’ corpora analysis of Scientology texts, however, reveals that Hubbard’s vocabulary 

choices are most “comparable to academic writing and government documents” (2016, 334). 
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“sanctioned permissiveness.” Rather than licensing swearing, however, Hubbard’s status as 

explorer and engineer permitted him to use technical, new vocabulary. 

The newness of Hubbard’s subject matter stimulated his creativity but threatened his 

clarity. Problematically, the Technical Dictionary acknowledged that “[any new] philosophy has 

always had the liability of gathering to itself a great many new words and labels” (1975, ix). In 

separating new Dianetics from the “black barbarism” of old technologies, and to relay his “new 

news,” Hubbard required a newly discovered vocabulary. To absolve Hubbard-the-

philosopher/explorer’s role in authoring a canon that necessitated an entire dictionary’s creation, 

the Technical Dictionary explained that “the reason for [philosophy’s creation of new words] is 

that the philosopher finds phenomena . . . which have not hitherto been observed or properly 

identified” (1975, ix). Hubbard could only describe the new discoveries outlined in Dianetics 

and throughout Scientology’s canon, in other words, using an equally new set of terms and 

meanings. Hubbard deemed the extant vocabulary used by previous scholars as inadequate, 

separating his new explorations into the mind from the “dreams or drugs, ice picks and ice baths” 

practiced by the “witch pit” of “psychology, psychiatry and religious texts” (“Dianetics and 

Scientology are New,” [1979] 1986, 264). Years earlier, Hubbard had complained that “any early 

technology of the human mind was perverted” by Wilhelm Wundt’s (1832-1920) pioneering 

work in experimental psychology and Sigmund Freud’s (1856-1939) work in psychoanalysis 

(“Liabilities of PR” [1970] 1976, 393).13 Rather than building Dianetics and Scientology on such 

perversions, Hubbard instead developed a new vocabulary. 

 
13 These supposed perversions affected Dianetics and Scientology by (mis)educating those psychologists 

and psychiatrists who critiqued Hubbard’s work. In “Barriers to Study,” he explained that “the psychologist doesn’t 

understand Scientology. He never understood a word in psychology [whether through poor study or confusion based 

on – particularly – Wundt’s problematic terminology], so he doesn’t understand Scientology” ([1971] 1986, 25). 
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The Technical Dictionary thus identified new or difficult language as the cost of 

discovery and correction. This cost, in fact, constituted a bargain. Hubbard’s explorations 

generated “a workable, predictable science of the humanities. The introduction of a few words of 

new meaning to make this possible seems to be a small price to pay” (1975, x). The broad 

applicability and newfound status of Hubbard’s discoveries thus created a communicative 

paradox: Scientology’s canonical content demanded a complex and novel vocabulary, while 

Scientology’s audience demanded conventional and comprehensible language. 

Hubbard’s view of language acquisition and use generated a second paradox. As an 

author, Hubbard viewed language as “our most useful tool of communication” (“The Theory of 

Affinity, Reality and Communication” [1951] 1979, 99).  Conveniently, Hubbard’s early 

writings alleged that language’s rule-governed nature allowed one to easily learn new languages. 

Upon closer inspection, however, language’s rules allowed infinite variations. Paradoxically, 

then, language appeared in Hubbard’s early writings as both easy to learn and difficult to use. 

 According to Hubbard, learning a new language involved familiarizing oneself with the 

rules of grammar and memorizing vocabulary. He claimed to have “learn[ed] Igoroti in a single 

night” using this technique,14 explaining that “the point here is, that it is not difficult to learn a 

language” (“Randomity and Automaticity” [1956] 1980, 533). He expressed similar confidence 

regarding grammar: “grammar can look like a ghastly subject until one really looks at it. Then 

it’s easy” (“Grammar” [1972] 1976, 143). As Scientology began to attract international attention, 

Hubbard assured Dianetics auditors that auditing could easily take place in different languages, 

and that auditing could restore a person’s knowledge of a language that they had not spoken 

since infancy (see “Address of Auditor to Preclear” [1950] 1980, 23). 

 
14 Presumably, Igoroti refers to a language spoken by the Igorot people of the Philippines.  
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Beneath this apparent simplicity, however, lurked inescapable confusion. In part, 

Scientology identified language’s shared nature as a source of confusion. During 

communication, people borrowed and adapted, rather than created, language: 

In using the English language, you are not using your own ideas, you did not invent the 

words. . . . There is nothing wrong with your composing these [words] into new ideas of 

your own, but remember you are already using somebody else’s ideas when you’re 

speaking English (“Communication Course” [1958] 1976, 337).  

 

These claims mirror Halliday’s observation that “folk linguistics” considers language as both 

“rule” and “resource” ([1977] 2003, 95).15 Language, for Halliday and Hubbard, offered both 

opportunity and constraint. Neither totally set nor totally novel, English consisted of a set of 

commonly accessible words that accrued new meanings over time. 

 Hubbard singled out homonymic language – that is, instances of language in which a 

single word has more than one meaning – as the major source of confusion. In a Sept. 1950 

publication, Hubbard postulated that “language is aberrative in direct proportion to poor 

definition and homonymy” (“Language Adjustment” [1950] 1982, 355). To demonstrate the 

problem with homonymic language, he created the term wook:  

Let’s say that we call something a “wook,” and something else a “wook,” and something 

else a “wook.” . . . When we say “wook,” we could mean any one of those three things 

and this could become very confusing. Somebody could run in and say “I left it right on 

the ‘wook’” and it could be here or it could be over there, or it could be on a “wook” 

outside (“Language Adjustment” [1950] 1982, 355). 

 

Although “I left it right on the ‘wook’” followed the rules of English grammar, confusion ensued 

because wook could have multiple meanings. English, Scientology’s first language, presented 

language users with an endless stream of homonymic or figurative possibilities, and these 

possibilities highlighted English’s aberrative character. Disparagingly, Hubbard concluded that 

 
15 Elsewhere, Halliday articulates this resource/rule dichotomy – in Hubbard-esque terms – as enabling/ 

constraining ([1997] 2003, 257). 
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English “has at best very poor communication symbols” (“The Part Played by the Analytical 

Mind” [1950] 1980, 390).16  

 Situation and time further undermined language’s seeming simplicity. Hubbard observed 

that language changed over time and distance, and that “slanguage” or colloquialisms familiar to 

one audience could appear meaningless to another audience (“The Part Played by the Analytical 

Mind” [1950] 1980, 393). Occupation and expertise further complicated language use, since a 

term’s general definition in common use and a term’s technical meaning in a specific field need 

not match (see “Types of Cases” [1950] 1980, 112). This potentially limitless proliferation of 

contexts, leading to potentially limitless definitions, generated potentially limitless opportunities 

for confusion and misunderstanding. What Halliday sees as language’s “‘creativity’… [i.e.] the 

potentiality of language for the indefinite extension of its resources to new contexts of situation,” 

Hubbard saw as a linguistic liability ([1971] 2007, 45). In Hubbard’s writings, vocabulary and 

grammar’s rule-governed nature fostered, rather than forestalled, complexity and confusion.   

 Scientology’s writings thus reflect two language-based discontents. First, Hubbard 

wanted to use clear and simple language to describe Dianetics but felt compelled by his new and 

complex subject matter to use difficult vocabulary. Second, Hubbard saw language as easily-

learned thanks to its rule-governed nature, but also realized that language’s rules allowed 

meanings – and confusion – to proliferate. Hubbard’s increasing insistence on proper definition, 

discussed below, indicates that he resigned himself to the first discontent but refused to succumb 

to the second. Rather than simplifying complex religious ideas, Hubbard instead chose to assist 

 
16 Hubbard also identified French, German, and Japanese as offensively homonymic languages. In the latter 

two cases, he identified the manipulative possibilities (German) and confusing results (Japanese) of language 

aberration as the cause of Hitler’s rise to power and the bombing of Pearl Harbor (“The Part Played by the Analytic 

Mind” [1950] 1980, 390-391). Hubbard further critiqued Japanese in “Language Adjustment” ([1950] 1982, 357). 
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those who embarked on the Scientology journey by teaching them the technical vocabulary 

necessary to utilize his technology. 

 

Communicating with Reality 

Beyond ease of proselytization, two doctrinally internal factors motivated Hubbard’s 

emphasis on comprehending and accurately defining key vocabulary terms. First, in Dianetics 

and Scientology, the definitions of words played a role in establishing an individual’s identity 

and an individual’s understanding of reality itself. Second, a Scientologist’s ability to correctly 

understand and deploy Hubbard’s teachings decided the very “truth” of Scientology as a 

religious system. Early on, Hubbard generated the concept of “perceptics” to explain the way 

that the human mind interacts with reality. This chapter section outlines perceptics as a 

communicative encounter between the physical world and individuals, focussing particularly on 

Hubbard’s argument that evaluating, classifying, or interpreting these communications relies on 

learned behavior and social consensus. This section also sketches Hubbard’s allegation that 

wrongly defined words hindered an individual’s ability to interpret perceptics, disrupting both 

their social affiliations and their understanding of reality.    

Hubbard coined the term perceptics to describe communication events – specifically, data 

acquired through the senses – between the human mind and external reality. For instance, 

Hubbard asked his reader to imagine bumping into a chair in a dark room – the resultant pain is 

perceptics at work, communicating the chair’s reality to the individual (“Relation of Affinity, 

Communication and Reality” [1950] 1980, 490). On one level, this communication suggests an 

objective understanding of the world: objects in reality exist, and human minds perceive these 
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objects. But the communicative process still requires interpretation of these perceptics, and for 

Hubbard agreement guided interpretation. 

In several discussions of perceptics, Hubbard hinted that classifying and interpreting the 

world involved social consensus, not mere observation. Perceptics did not guarantee clear 

communication between the world and its perceivers, and evaluating any given interpretation of 

perceptics as valid or not involved consensus. Hubbard’s later remarks on sanity and insanity 

support this assertion. In several publications, Hubbard suggested that social consensus shaped 

reality-categorizing concepts like sanity/insanity or success/failure. In a 1950 discussion of 

Dianetics, Hubbard stated that “we can call reality agreement” (“ARC and the Tone Scale” 

[1950] 1982, 198). In another 1950 lecture Hubbard used a brief anecdote to expand this point, 

saying “a cat walks in and everybody but one agrees it’s a black cat. This person says, ‘it’s a 

yellow cat, obviously.’ That is a misinterpretation of communication and so we have agreement 

that he is crazy” (“Relation of Affinity, Communication and Reality” [1950] 1980, 491). 

Everybody else in the room agreed, interpreting reality’s communication that the cat is black, 

while the aberrant individual misunderstood the perceptics. 

This anecdote, however, seems to suggest that the aberrant individual’s error lies in their 

own misunderstanding of reality. A second 1950 anecdote, also concerning a group of people 

perceiving cats, more forcefully linked the categories of sanity/insanity to social consensus:  

We don’t know if there is reality. But we do know this, that you and I agree there is a 

reality. . . . A man walks in the door and says ‘hey, there are 29 black cats up on the 

stage. Look at them.’ We look up on the stage and we don’t see any cats. He is insane. 

. . . Actually, he might be the one that is right. But he has stepped outside of an agreed 

reality. . . . Majority rule is not only a law of democracy, it seems to be a law about 

reality. . . . What we call a rational human being is someone who is rational against the 

background of his current environment (“Affinity, Reality, Communication” [1950] 

1982, 39, emphasis added). 
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Hubbard’s “we” judged the (in)sanity of the man who saw the cats based on their shared, agreed-

upon understanding of the world, not on the actual presence or absence of twenty-nine cats.  

In a later anecdote, Hubbard argued that failure existed insofar as social groups labelled 

something as a failure: “one would say, offhand, that a person who ran a car into a stone wall 

would have a failure. However, this is simply a social belief that one should not run cars into the 

wall” (“The Anatomy of Failure” [1956] 1980, 462). These assertions relate to religion’s 

function of structuring real or imagined groups or classes, but they also suggest that individuals 

or social groups create the reality in which they live through agreement and belief.  

Although doctrinally problematic,17 Hubbard’s early teachings regarding perceptics 

linked an individual’s understanding and evaluation of the world to their “affinity,” or their 

ability to fit into a social group that guided interpretation. Even these groups existed due to 

shared beliefs: “the principles and axioms of Scientology are considerations which have been 

agreed upon” (“The Theory of Training in Scientology” [1958] 1976, 344). Crucially, 

Scientology’s principles and axioms could repair or adjust broken affinity connections, thus 

correcting one’s perception of reality – at least, according to Scientology’s agreed-upon outlook 

(“Relation of Affinity, Communication and Reality” [1950] 1980, 493). In a 1953 lecture 

Hubbard chastised an imaginary individual who misperceived a tree as a sun, stating that they 

“would not be able to grasp Scientology” (“This is Scientology” [1953] 1979, 376). With the 

guidance of “some other person, helpfully inclined,” however, the misperceiving individual 

could acquire the knowledge and certainty of reality necessary to study Scientology (“This is 

 
17 Perceptics hindered the testable/scientific depiction of Dianetics and Scientology that Hubbard wanted to 

promote. By February 1959 Hubbard condemned people who based their understanding of reality on “whether or not 

a person agrees with everyone else,” calling this approach “a very sloppy manner of accepting evidence” (“How to 

Study Scientology” [1959] 1976, 421). 
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Scientology” [1951] 1979, 376). The doctrine of perceptics and its relation to affinity meant that 

proper definition was a matter of agreement, belief, or consensus and could be adjusted. 

 Hubbard’s ideas regarding perceptics laid the foundation for crucial dimensions of 

language use in Dianetics and Scientology. First, perceptics demonstrates that Hubbard saw 

communication as a foundational element of the human experience.18 In the world of Dianetics 

and Scientology, observing phenomena, experiencing pain, and evaluating actions all occurred 

within a framework of communication. In fact, Hubbard taught that “communication is life. 

Without it we are dead to all” (“Communication” [1957] 1976, 104). Second, the process of 

classifying, evaluating, or interpreting one’s experiences in reality depended on group 

affiliations. For Hubbard, a person’s understanding of the world derived from their ability – or 

their refusal – to conform to the understanding of the world generated by their group affiliations.  

Similarly, Hubbard suggested that an individual’s (in/)ability to properly define words 

affected their ability to properly perceive – and function in – reality.  In June 1950’s “Research 

and Discovery,” Hubbard acknowledged the power of learning in cultivating thought processes, 

asserting that “a person has to be educated how to think. A person learns how to think” 

(“Research and Discovery” [1950] 1980, 438). Citing “some experiments I had made in 

hypnotism,” he further suggested that a person’s initial introduction to a term left a lasting 

impression: “the first time a word had been defined would carry more weight [than subsequent 

attempts to use or define that word]” (“Research and Discovery” [1950] 1980, 440).  

In his comments on education, reality, and language, Hubbard worried that mis-defined 

words caused many of the engrams that Dianetics struggled to break down. Referring to a first-

grade child who believed that the term God referred to his father, Hubbard explained that “I 

 
18 Elsewhere, Hubbard describes the human mind as “a network of communications,” further situating 

humanity’s existence within a communicative framework (“The Parts of Man” [1956] 1980, 429).  
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started looking for where it [God] had gotten misdefined. . . . I started looking for the most 

hidden moment of definition, and it turned out to be an engram” (“Research and Discovery” 

[1950] 1980, 440). In a course text prepared a month later, Hubbard turned this discovery into a 

general rule for auditing children:  

When all else fails on a child, when one can’t get early [that is, recover early memories 

during auditing], or find engrams . . . start squaring up semantics. . . . One will find that 

where he has improper definitions, he commonly has emotional upset or disturbance in 

that area (“Processing Children” [1950] 1980, 327). 

 

These ideas about the power of mis-definition highlight a problem and an opportunity in 

Scientology’s conception of language. On the one hand, people joining Scientology came to the 

group with deeply rooted and potentially incorrect definitions influencing their thoughts and 

behavior. On the other hand, if Scientology could rid people of their mis-definitions and impose 

its own new definitions, then the group could stimulate the identity and outlook of its members.  

  

Dictionary Clarity 

Hubbard’s interest in social consensus suggests that group membership entails the ability 

to recapitulate, deploy, and abide by that group’s understanding of reality. Indeed, the first 

statement in Hubbard’s “The Credo of a True Group Member” asserted that “the successful 

participant of a group is that participant who closely approximates in his own activities the ideal, 

ethic and rationale of the overall group” ([1951] 1979, 94). Being a Scientologist, in other words, 

required that one act like a Scientologist. This banal statement was, in fact, a key component in 

Hubbard’s insistence on teaching reading comprehension and fluency, since by reading or 

hearing Hubbard’s teachings one learned to act like a Scientologist. Indeed, the Credo’s eleventh 

and twelfth points asserted that “a group member must work toward becoming as expert as 
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possible in his specialized technology…. [and] A group member should have a working 

knowledge of all technologies and skills in the group” ([1951] 1979, 94).  

This section connects education, technical competence, practical effectiveness, and 

Scientology’s status as “true” in Hubbard’s writings. Returning to the Important Note’s 

directions, I explain that Hubbard protected Scientology from critique by affirming that it could 

fail only in practice. This protection, however, came at the cost of staking Dianetics and 

Scientology’s “true” status on its practitioners’ comprehension, since Hubbard taught that any 

ideology’s truth value directly correlated to its applicability or usability. To cope with staking the 

truth of Dianetics and Scientology on his followers’ ability to understand and utilize his 

teachings, Hubbard insisted on cultivating definitional fluency within his movement. 

 Scientology’s structure assisted initiates in mastering the complicated vocabulary 

necessary for understanding Hubbard’s teachings. In a 1954 bulletin, Hubbard warned that 

presenting too much information to new initiates would drive them away rather than encourage 

them to join: “you cannot avalanche data onto the head of partially trained, poorly 

comprehending people. . . . If you try to do so, you will fail, and Scientology will fail, and the 

people . . . will walk away from your meetings . . . and they will not tell their friends about it” 

(“The Use of Scientology Materials” [1954] 1980, 87). Similarly, Hubbard later warned 

Scientology instructors to not force students to use technology that they did not yet understand – 

doing so caused students to “hit too steep a gradient,” leading to confusion (“Barriers to Study” 

[1971 1986, 23-24). Hubbard allegedly created just such a gradient when he disseminated his 

Excalibur manuscript – an early exploration of humankind’s drive for survival that took fuller 

form in Dianetics – to several readers. Overwhelmed by Hubbard’s discoveries, Excalibur’s 
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readers “went out of their minds,” ensuring that Hubbard could never publish the text – or so he 

claimed (Miller 1987, 79).19 

Luckily, Scientologists progressively encountered Hubbard’s teachings as they moved 

across the “Bridge to Total Freedom,” a series of classes or levels that built on one another to 

help humans reach a higher state of consciousness ([1993] 1998, 159-160). Since “movement 

across the Bridge is done gradiently . . . [one] can progress at a rate of speed that is appropriate 

to his ability,” and thus initiates encounter only concepts that they have been sufficiently 

prepared for through previous teachings (What is Scientology? 1978, 27). In a policy letter 

offering advice to Scientologists engaged in public relations, Hubbard warned that “handling 

truth is a touchy business. . . . You don’t have to tell everything you know – that would jam the 

comm line [that is, obscure or submerge the communication’s clarity]” (“The Missing 

Ingredient” [1970] 1976, 397). Even with carefully controlled progress and gradually revealed 

doctrines, however, communicative clarity remained a key concern for Hubbard.  

As mentioned above, many Scientology publications warned readers to “never go past a 

word you do not fully understand.” Ignoring words that one could not define or, worse, making 

up one’s own definitions in place of organizationally sanctioned definitions caused students to 

fail in learning Scientology, which in turn endangered Scientology as an organization. To assist 

group members in building fluency, Scientology created dictionaries and published teachings on 

spelling and grammar, cultivated a learning style that privileged duplication over interpretation, 

and framed misunderstanding’s negative results as deliberate attacks on the movement. 

 
19 For a fuller description of Excalibur, as well as allegations that the text never existed, see Miller (1987, 

79-81, 216-217). Although never published, portions of Excalibur apparently appeared in later Scientology 

publications. For instance, Hubbard’s Technical Bulletin “Politics” salvaged a brief comparison of various political 

systems “taken from Excalibur” ([1969] 1976, 317).   
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As a first line of defense against misunderstood words, Hubbard peppered Dianetics and 

Scientology texts with glossaries and definitions. The Research and Discovery Series – a 

collection of many of Hubbard’s earliest messages and lectures – reminded readers that new or 

unfamiliar words were accompanied by definitions “given in the text, on the facing page, or . . . 

in a marginal note or footnote” (“New Words” 1980). True to its word, the table of contents of 

the Series’ first volume included seventeen annotations defining words found in the titles of the 

collection’s texts alone. The Technical Bulletins and Organization Executive Course, which 

likewise compile Hubbard’s later writings, contain missives that provided definitions – and, 

occasionally, redefinitions – of new key terms.20 Learning the meanings of these terms 

constituted the core of learning Scientology. During one lecture, Hubbard affirmed that “a 

knowledge of Scientology first and foremost . . . is a vocabulary knowledge” (“Randomity and 

Automaticity” [1956] 1980, 535). He characterized Scientology’s linguistic adaptations as 

borrowing extant words wherever possible, and only infrequently introducing completely new 

vocabulary. Moreover, Hubbard told readers that “a knowledge of the exact definition of a word 

[brings] exact understanding of the phenomenon [being named]” (“Randomity and 

Automaticity” [1956] 1980, 535). Competently hearing, reading, or speaking terms such as 

thetan or clear in Scientology signalled one’s comprehension of the group’s key doctrines. 

To cope with new terms and enable members to understand key concepts, Scientology 

produced three dictionaries: 1965’s Scientology Abridged Dictionary, 1975’s Dianetics and 

Scientology Technical Dictionary, and 1976’s Modern Management Technology Defined. While 

an early Abridged Dictionary comprised only thirty-six pages, Modern Management Technology 

 
20 See, for example, “‘Quickie’ Defined” in the Technical Bulletins ([1972] 1976, 93-94) or “Mission, 

Basic Definition of” in the Organization Executive Course (1971 [1976], 299). These publications provide non-

Scientology dictionary definitions of their key terms, then explain Scientology’s specific definitions. 
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Defined – with nearly 700 pages of definitions and reference lists – reflected Scientology’s 

semantic growth. Correspondingly, Scientology provided users with instructions on how – and 

why – to use dictionaries. The Abridged Dictionary recursively reminded readers to ensure that 

they understood the definition of all the words in a given word’s definition ([1965] 1969, 2-4). 

The Technical Dictionary explained this fastidious reading practice by noting that “the exactness 

of Dianetics and Scientology require[s] a . . . precise approach,” linking scientific precision to 

reading and studying Hubbard’s writing (1975, ix).21 Modern Management Technology Defined 

added an organizational dimension to this precision, warning that a misunderstood or undefined 

word can “block further understanding of an organization, its organizing board, [or] an 

individual post or duties. . . . The difficulties of an organization in functioning or producing stem 

from [misunderstood words]” (1976, ix). 

Eventually, Scientology published How To Use a Dictionary and Grammar and 

Communication for Children as educational books for young readers. Grammar and 

Communication separated language from physical reality, explaining that “words are symbols. 

. . . Words are not the thing itself,” and further warned readers that this symbolic nature meant 

that “there are many sounds or symbols that have more than one meaning” (1992a, 40). 

Dictionaries helped clarify this range of meanings, although How To Use a Dictionary admitted 

that different dictionaries could provide different meanings for the same terms (1992b, 30). 

Instead of delineating “correct” and “incorrect” dictionaries, however, Scientology 

instructed its members to employ the appropriate dictionary for the appropriate function: “don’t 

depend on our dictionary alone. Use a general English language dictionary as well for any non-

Scientology word you do not understand when you are reading or studying” (1976, ix). Since 

 
21 See also “Randomity and Automaticity,” which likewise describes Scientology as a precise and exact 

science ([1956] 1980, 534). 
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Hubbard used common as well as technical terms, and since common as well as technical terms 

could cause misunderstandings, Hubbard’s readers needed to ensure that they knew the meanings 

of both common and technical terms.  

The Abridged Dictionary explained its existence by warning readers against semantic 

substitution: “to put another word in the place of the existing words is to mess it all up. The 

correct procedure is to look over, get defined well and understand the word that was used” 

([1965] 1969, 3). This advice condemns linguistic substitution as a form of avoidance – 

creativity hides uncertainty, leaving a seed of misunderstanding in one’s knowledge of 

Hubbard’s techniques. The dictionaries themselves perpetuate this sentiment, since summaries or 

syntheses of previous Hubbard publications comprise the definitions.22 Collecting definitional 

passages from Hubbard’s writings ensured a single source of linguistic creation – without being 

compiled directly by Hubbard,23 each dictionary nonetheless contained only Hubbard’s writing.  

Scientology’s three dictionaries represented one strategy for fostering comprehension and 

fluency within Dianetics and Scientology. Without claiming exclusive or exhaustive definitional 

knowledge, the dictionaries generated a canonical collection of key concepts whose specific 

meanings identified Dianetics and Scientology as a precise science. Hubbard insisted on 

“proper” dictionary definitions for adapted or invented terms to perpetuate his own doctrines, 

canonizing new meanings in an authoritative medium.  

 

 

 
22 The Technical Dictionary and Modern Management Technology Defined include citations for each of 

their definitions. The Abridged Dictionary explains that its entries are “compiled . . . from the works of L. Ron 

Hubbard” ([1965] 1969, 4). 

 
23 In the Technical Dictionary, Hubbard wrote “despite the pressing need . . . I did not have an opportunity 

to personally engage upon this work of definitions. . . . Therefore I relegated any dictionary compilations to staff” 

(1975, ix).  
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Compartmentalizing Failure, Relinquishing Truth 

Hubbard’s second strategy to foster fluency and comprehension involved reference and 

repetition, and introduces a complex problem in Scientology’s belief system. As the Abridged 

Dictionary suggested, adaptations of Hubbard’s teachings constituted dangerous divergences 

rather than inventive signs of semantic comprehension. This fear of adaptation relates to 

Hubbard’s differentiation of Scientology as a theoretical set of ideas from Scientology as a 

practical set of behaviors. By separating theory from practice, Hubbard insulated his ideas from 

criticism by suggesting that failure in comprehension led to failures in application. Although the 

technology and teachings themselves could not fail, faulty applications of Dianetics or 

Scientology could fail to bring about its stated benefits.24 Hubbard’s advice to “never go past a 

word you do not fully understand” and subsequent warning that “the only reason a person gives 

up a study or becomes confused or unable to learn is because [of misunderstood words]” re-

targeted criticism of Dianetics and Scientology onto its members rather than its beliefs. Hubbard 

insisted on reference and repetition because Scientology’s beliefs – the subject matter of a 

member’s education – were always efficacious, whereas individual members were fallible. This 

compartmentalization guarded against criticism, but generated major concerns in light of 

Hubbard’s teachings regarding an ideology’s value and truth.  

As discussed above, exact definitional knowledge of a concept’s key terms allowed one 

to perfectly understand that concept. Imperfect knowledge of Dianetics and Scientology thus 

explained imperfect applications of Dianetics and Scientology – misunderstood words, rather 

 
24 The introduction to Science of Survival explained that “Dianetic processing has been found to deliver… a 

considerably heightened productivity and happiness to the individual,” and claimed that Dianetics could alleviate 

insanity, benefit one’s home life, and improve an organization’s efficiency (1951, iii, xxxv). In “The Aims of 

Scientology,” Hubbard identified Scientology’s goals as “a civilization without insanity, without criminals and 

without war, where the able can prosper and honest beings can have rights, and where Man is free to rise to greater 

heights” ([1965] 2007, 3). 
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than flawed first principles, explained contradictions between claims and outcomes. Hubbard 

further differentiated organizational failure from individual failure by atomizing groups into 

collections of individuals. In a 1950 lecture concerning education, he asserted that “individuals 

make societies. . . . All education is the education of individuals, not the education of masses” 

(“Educational Dianetics” [1950] 1982, 256). Pre-empting his later idea that “the individuals of a 

group support it just as the cells work to support the body,” Hubbard argued for a relationship 

between, but separation of, individuals and groups (Notes on the Lectures of L. Ron Hubbard 

[1951] 1968, 137).   

  In some instances, this separation allowed individuals to fail without their groups 

failing. In a 1959 policy letter, Hubbard explained that one could usually trace “blow-offs” – 

members who unexpectedly left positions or organizations – to an individual’s personal failings 

(“Blow-Offs” [1959] 1974, 364). Blow-offs did not leave Scientology because Hubbard’s 

teachings failed; instead, “people leave because of their own overts [bad deeds or harmful acts] 

and withholds [hidden moral transgressions]” (“Blow-Offs” [1959] 1974, 364). Hubbard thus 

recast apparent organizational failures – such as individuals leaving the group – as individual 

failures. Blow-offs could occur without destroying Scientology because of Hubbard’s atomizing 

teachings: already in 1951, he taught that “individual aberrations of the members of the group do 

not composite into the aberrations of the group itself” ([1951] 1968, 137).  

Even after Hubbard’s death, Scientology maintained that organizational failure could be 

attributed only to individual misunderstanding. A 1991 Executive Directive addressed to all 

Scientologists proclaimed that “Scientology works 100 percent of the time. . . . There has never 

in our history been a failure of the technology itself. The only failures have been staff or 

organizational failures when the technology was not known or applied” (The Scope of 
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Scientology” 1991, 1). This proclamation granted Scientology’s doctrines and practices an 

immunity to criticism or scrutiny. Practices like auditing may fail to bring about Scientology’s 

stated results, but those failures could be attributed to practitioners rather than to the teachings 

themselves. This maneuver shifted Scientology’s successes or failures from ideological 

successes/failures to individual successes/failures.  

 Since Hubbard’s teachings were always right in theory, one only had to memorize and 

apply them – modifying Dianetics or Scientology became a sign of misunderstanding. Hubbard’s 

comments regarding teaching reinforce this emphasis on fluency-as-repetition. In “Organization 

Misunderstoods,” Hubbard warned that failure to properly educate people threatened companies, 

nations, and the planet as whole. Disparagingly, he observed that “basic education as well as 

higher general education . . . [is] crawling with bad texts and noncomprehension and used mainly 

by hostile elements to overturn the state or pervert the race and its ideals” (“Organization 

Misunderstoods” [1970/1974] 1991, 362). This failure of education – whether an unintentional 

result of poor management or a deliberate sabotage by hostile elements – created “an extremely 

unstable scene for a planet” (“Organization Misunderstoods” [1970/1974] 1991, 362).  

To promote proper teaching techniques, Hubbard authorized a list of six guidelines for 

Scientology instructors in 1963 that reinforced his role as the discoverer and disseminator of 

Dianetics and Scientology (Sharpe, “Scientology Instructors” [1963] 1974). Affirming that “the 

data has been discovered and assembled by L. Ron Hubbard,” the guidelines assured instructors 

that “the data has been amply covered and explained by [Hubbard] in lectures and bulletins and 

books. . . . Training Drills have been devised and/or approved by [Hubbard] and are more than 

adequate” (Sharpe, “Scientology Instructors” [1963] 1974, 165). After asserting Hubbard’s role 

in preparing both the curriculum and its teachings, the guidelines concluded with a warning:  
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It is unnecessary for an instructor to explain data, training drills, or procedures either in 

long individual talks or in “lectures.” . . . The answer to the student’s question is 

contained in the published data so all an instructor has to do is to refer the student to the 

book chapter, bulletin or tape that contains the data. Instructor[s] should avoid giving 

direct answers [to questions] . . . to obviate the possibility of an instructor giving his own 

interpretation of data which may be an alter-is [that is, a change to something’s reality] of 

the correct data (Sharpe, “Scientology Instructors” [1963] 1974, 165).25 

 

Scientology’s doctrines required reference rather than explanation. In 1971, Hubbard further 

explained that telling a student to look up misunderstood words constituted an instructor’s only 

necessary interaction with students apart from providing references, since “[misunderstood 

words are] all that’s wrong with students” (“Supervisor Two-Way Comm Explained” [1971] 

1979, 302).  

“Scientology Instructors” highlights perpetuation instead of interpretation. Rather than 

teaching students by putting Hubbard’s writings into their own words, instructors taught students 

how to locate and employ the appropriate source documents, and ensured that students looked up 

misunderstood words. A guide to student behavior likewise warned that “if you don’t know 

something or are confused about course data . . . do not ask other students [for assistance] as this 

creates progressively worsening errors” (“Student Guide to Acceptable Behaviour” [1965] 1974, 

458). In 1975, Hubbard warned that “Technical Queries,” or questions from new Scientologists, 

indicated misunderstood words in a student’s studies. Hubbard explained that “IT WAS FOUND 

IN ALL CASES THAT THE PERSON WITH THE TECHNICAL QUERY HAD 

MISUNDERSTOOD WORDS,” observing that “EVERY one of these ‘technical queries’ was 

already fully covered in the materials but the person had never bothered to clean up his Mis-

 
25 Hubbard cancelled this policy in 1970 as part of a semantic shift from instructor to supervisor. Like 

instructors, a supervisor “is not expected to teach. . . . A Supervisor should have an idea of what questions he will be 

asked and know where to direct the student for the answer” (“What Is A Course?” [1971] 1979, 198). Later, he 

echoed Sharpe’s advice regarding instructors and misunderstood words in his own advice to supervisors (“What Is a 

Course High Crime” [1972] 1976, 42). 
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U[nderstood word]s” (“Technical Queries” [1975] 1976, 424). This observation warranted an all-

caps response, since “it was further found that IT WAS ABSOLUTELY FATAL TO TRY TO 

ANSWER THESE QUERIES OR EXPLAIN THEM. The explanation would just dive in under 

the misunderstood words” (“Technical Queries” [1975] 1976, 424). In this light, students – not 

their instructors, and certainly not Hubbard’s teachings – were to blame for educational failings.  

Hubbard did not equate inane repetition with education, however, and reminded 

instructors that “no axioms or logics must be learned verbatim . . . they as well as their words 

must be understood and the student must be able to demonstrate what they mean” (“Curriculum 

for Level 0-HAS” [1964] 1976, 515). Rather than simple repetition, then, Hubbard advocated 

referential education that focused on comprehension without fostering alteration. Students gained 

clarity and competence through their own efforts, receiving Hubbard’s teachings directly under 

the guidance – but without the interpretive lens – of instructors who identified questions as signs 

of misunderstood words. 

Hubbard’s condemnation of verbal tech as an organizational crime echoed this focus on 

referencing texts rather than adapting or interpreting Dianetics and Scientology based on one’s 

own understanding. A 1979 publication described verbal tech as  

giving out data which is contrary to [Hubbard Communications Office] bulletins or 

policy letters, or obstructing their use or application, corrupting their intent, altering their 

content in any way, interpreting them verbally or otherwise for another, or pretending to 

quote them without showing the actual issues (“Verbal Tech: Penalties” [1979] 1980, 

318). 

 

Each of these misuses of Hubbard’s teachings constituted a breach of Scientology ethics. Rather 

than rectifying misunderstood words or failed comprehension, “verbal tech explanations or 

letters which explain things enter a false data line into the scene. . . . Such actions create a 

squirrel scene [an alteration of Scientology caused by ignorance or misunderstanding]” 
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(“Technical Queries” [1975] 1976, 424). On one hand, verbal tech misunderstood the root of a 

questioner’s problem. Misunderstood words caused confusion, and while re-interpreting a phrase 

enabled a student to carry on in their study, the misunderstood words remained undefined. On 

the other hand, verbal tech implicitly undermined Hubbard’s claims that Dianetics and 

Scientology could be clearly grasped in its original form by a wide audience.  

 Hubbard’s insistence on accurately transmitting his writings to students taught a 

particular type of fluency. Adaptation or creative deployment of Dianetics and Scientology did 

not signal a fluent Scientologist; instead, these behaviors threatened the efficacy of Hubbard’s 

writings. Hubbard promoted a fluency that focussed on mastering orthodoxy. While he freely 

invented or adapted language to disseminate his new discoveries, his followers had to content 

themselves with learning, rather than creating, new vocabulary. Hubbard’s death, as a significant 

side note, revealed the organizational danger of this insistence on orthodoxy. Over time, some of 

Hubbard’s decades-old teachings became obsolete or out-dated in light of newer developments. 

Hubbard’s earthly absence, however, meant that he could neither correct nor redact 

uncomfortable or problematic doctrines. As a result, Scientology officials had to adapt 

Scientology doctrines without abandoning Hubbard’s written insistence on orthodoxy. 

 During a doctrinal overhaul in the late-2000s labelled the Golden Age of Knowledge, 

Miscavige accounted for adaptations to contemporary Scientology publications by referring to 

the importance of orthodoxy. Specifically, he explained that previous publications contained 

typographical errors that needed to be rectified:  

The Golden Age of Knowledge constitutes the single most sustained program in 

Scientology history to recover, restore and verify the Scientology Scripture. . . . A two-

million-man-hour project to ensure the purity of the materials further included correcting 

transcription errors in dictated manuscripts, removing editorial additions and alterations, 

identifying incorrect sequences and missing text and verifying every page as complete, 
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correct and true to Source (Church of Scientology International 2020b). 

 

This explanation upheld both Hubbard’s insistence on accurately replicating teachings and his 

separation of individual errors in execution from systemic doctrinal flaws. 

Returning to fluency and education, learners became responsible for their own successes 

or failures. Since Hubbard’s texts were sufficient for communicating his ideas, and since 

instructors referenced rather than reinterpreted these texts, the sole responsibility for failure to 

learn and progress as a Scientologist lay in the hands of its students. This focus on crafting 

fluency-as-reference-and-repetition raises the question of why Hubbard demanded such close 

adherence to his obviously inventive rhetorical style. The answer lies not just in Hubbard’s 

explicitly-stated benefits of fluency, but – more importantly – in his evaluation of what made any 

particular ideology true or valuable.   

Scientologists reading Hubbard’s work encountered clarity and fluency as both goals and 

hallmarks of Scientology and its members. The Introduction to the Scientology Abridged 

Dictionary informed users that “Scientology words and their definitions are the gateway to a new 

look and understanding of life. Understanding them will help you live better” ([1965] 1969, 4). 

Elsewhere, Hubbard linked communicative fluency to one’s ability to act and exist: “one can 

BE[,] one can DO, one can HAVE only as well as one can communicate” (“The Adventure of 

Communication” [1957] 1976, 92). The Dictionary’s comment that words served as gateways to 

a new outlook on life gestured back to perceptics, but the link between understanding and doing 

– “living” – connected fluency to action.  

Understanding words and their Scientology meanings promised personal and institutional 

growth, while misunderstandings and adaptations threatened Scientology’s efficaciousness and 

the individual’s success. Definitional clarity and linguistic comprehension at the individual level 
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became even more important in light of Hubbard’s rubric for assessing the value of an idea or 

ideology. In “My Philosophy,” Hubbard outlined three elements of his understanding of 

philosophy that connect education, practice, and truth. Contrasting the “protective coatings of 

impenetrable scholarliness” found in most philosophy with Scientology’s accessibility, Hubbard 

explained that “wisdom is meant for anyone who wishes to reach for it” (“My Philosophy,” [ca. 

1965] 1976, 1). Hubbard’s second principle evaluated philosophy’s worth along pragmatic lines: 

“it must be capable of being applied. Learning locked in mildewed books is of little use to 

anyone” (“My Philosophy,” [ca. 1965] 1976, 1). In an earlier critique of public education, 

Hubbard insisted on the practical applicability of a given field of study. Taking aim at “pure 

mathematics,” he exclaimed that “unless you can teach someone how to figure out his grocery 

bill, it [pure mathematics] is not going to be much use to him” (“Education and Dianetics” 

[1950] 1982, 322). Real, useful education could incorporate abstract or theoretical concepts, but 

it must also “keep one foot on the ground” (“Education and Dianetics” [1950] 1982, 322).  

Extending this pragmatic stance, the third component of Hubbard’s philosophy of 

philosophy maintained that “any philosophic knowledge is only valuable if it is true or if it 

works” (“My Philosophy,” [ca. 1965] 1976, 1). Scientology’s strength lay in its widespread 

availability and applicability, but one could only call it valuable “if it is true or if it works.” 

Hubbard deployed this axiom elsewhere as well – Science of Survival panned evolutionary 

theory as “of only limited usefulness. . . . The main test of any ‘scientific’ hodge-podge is its 

usefulness to man” (1951, 2). Hubbard’s decision to cast Dianetics and Scientology as scientific 

discoveries and philosophies of knowledge meant that his own teachings had to meet this same 

criterion. Since Scientology’s efficaciousness depended on individual practitioners and their 

understanding of Scientology’s principles, the truth of Hubbard’s philosophy depended on his 
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followers’ ability to properly define key terms. Hubbard’s insistence on repetition over 

revelation – on reference over reinvention – assured Scientology’s usability and, therefore, its 

status as true within Hubbard’s own rubric for evaluating truth.  

 

Insanity and Opposition – Squirrels and Propaganda 

 The afore-mentioned techniques for establishing fluency in Dianetics and Scientology 

provide members with the tools to develop reading comprehension, and promote a mindset of 

individual responsibility for fostering semantic expertise. These techniques employ extra-

Scientological mechanisms – like dictionaries, grammatical rules, and referential education – to 

counter-balance movement-specific vocabulary. The third technique that Hubbard used to 

encourage fluency, by contrast, relies heavily on Scientology’s ideological outlook, and indicates 

Scientology’s compliance with Murphy’s notion of religions as organizations that structure 

asymmetrical relations between real or imagined groups and classes. Specifically, Hubbard 

developed the asymmetrical categories of “sanity” and “insanity” within Scientology doctrine, 

then linked insanity to both external criticism and internal ineffectiveness to disempower his – 

real or potential – opponents. This structuring of sanity and insanity rhetorically and 

ideologically encouraged fluency. If one did not follow Hubbard’s protocols, one’s own status as 

a sane individual became suspect. 

 Hubbard set up several asymmetrical binaries in Scientology doctrine. Good/bad and 

sanity/insanity both appear as manifestations of a more basic constructive/destructive binary 

within individuals (Introduction to Scientology Ethics [1968] 2007, 173-175). An individual’s 

nature, according to these binaries, is visible in their behavior – this behavior is either “that 

calculated to be constructive [or] that calculated to be disastrous” (Introduction to Scientology 
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Ethics [1968] 2007, 174). Significantly, both natures exist in every human being, and one’s 

behavior can change from constructive to destructive – or vice versa – within one’s lifetime 

(Introduction to Scientology Ethics [1968] 2007, 175).  

The goal of Dianetics and Scientology is to shift human behavior away from the 

destructive/bad/insane pole towards the constructive/good/sane – pole. In Dianetics, Hubbard 

characterized “clear” individuals as happy, rational, and sane beings ([1950] 1978, 56). The idea 

that human beings are motivated by either constructive or destructive dispositions, as well as the 

idea that human beings can shift from one disposition to the other, holds both a benefit and a 

threat. On one hand, the changeable state of a person’s disposition means that Scientology can 

work for any individual, since everyone possesses the constructive impetus that it nurtures. On 

the other hand, even Scientology practitioners retain their disastrous or destructive sensibilities, 

and thus can potentially backslide or revert to a less sane state. As an administrator, Hubbard 

linked organizational errors and technical failures to misunderstood words, and in turn connected 

these failures to deliberately-destructive – and, therefore, insane – dispositions. In doing so, 

Hubbard tried to fend off criticism while minimizing internal flaws.  

Scientology’s texts characterize its opponents as socially deviant individuals. In a 1955 

manual explaining how to disseminate Scientology, Hubbard claimed that “it has been 

discovered that all those who have attacked [the Hubbard Association of Scientologists 

International or Hubbard] . . . are criminally liable for other things” (“The Scientologist” [1955] 

1976, 167). A decade later, Hubbard described the “anti-Scientologist” as somebody whose 

destructive disposition “oppose[d] violently any betterment activity or group” (“The Anti-Social 

Personality” [1966] 1974, 449). Moreover, an anti-Scientologist’s attributes included anti-social 

behavior, which Hubbard linked to both insanity and criminal activity (“The Anti-Social 
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Personality” [1966] 1974, 450). In a third publication, Hubbard remarked that “groups that attack 

us are to say the least not sane” (“Attacks on Scientology” [1966] 1974, 492). He went on to 

admit that “it is greatly in our favour that we are only attacked by mad groups,” since the 

attackers’ irrationality and disastrous dispositions doomed their efforts (“Attacks on 

Scientology” [1966] 1974, 492). Finally, Hubbard argued that “the basic characteristic of 

extreme madness is perpetual attack” during a discussion of negative publicity campaigns (“How 

to Handle Black Propaganda” [1972] 1983, 419).26 

These depictions of external critics cast anti-Scientologists in a negative light – they are 

mad criminals who level irrational attacks to thwart civilization’s betterment. Their insanity, 

however, is somewhat excusable in Hubbard’s doctrines. External critics are, by definition, not 

current Scientology practitioners – they are not presently benefiting from Hubbard’s sanity-

inducing techniques. Destructive and insane individuals also lurked, however, within 

Scientology and proved all the more dangerous by their subtlety. Specifically, Hubbard identified 

organizational and administrative deviation or errors as evidence of hostile intent, depicting even 

small slips within Scientology organizations as deliberately hostile and insane behavior.  

In an early Dianetics Professional Course publication, Hubbard told potential 

practitioners that “plain, ordinary ineptitude” did not constitute a breach of his Auditor’s Code, a 

document outlining proper ethical practice of Dianetics techniques (“Getting a Case Rolling,” 

[1950] 1980, 223). By 1965, however, Hubbard cautioned Scientologists against mistaking 

covert attempts to destroy Scientology as ineptitude. He explained that Scientology’s enemies 

could destroy the movement in three ways – by dispersing it, by crushing it, or by ignoring it 

 
26 This argument is self-damning, since Hubbard elsewhere advised embattled Scientologists that “the 

DEFENSE of anything is UNTENABLE. The only way to defend anything is to ATTACK” (“The Scientologist” 

[1955] 1976, 157).  
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(“Handling the Suppressive Person” [1965] 1974, 53).27 Crushing Scientology took place by 

either overt or covert means, and covert means could take the form of apparent ineptitude. He 

warned readers that behavior such as leaving doors unlocked, losing equipment, or generating 

unreasonable expenses constituted “carefully thought out” attempts to “pull out the plug and get 

Scientology poured down the drain” (“Handling the Suppressive Person” [1965] 1974, 53).  

Instead of recognizing such acts as deliberate sabotage, though, unobservant or charitable 

Scientologists attributed these threats to “‘human error’ or ‘stupidity’” (“Handling the 

Suppressive Person” [1965] 1974, 53). Several years later, Hubbard once again identified 

“people making mistakes or doing stupid things” as evidence that an insane, aberrant individual 

“exists in that vicinity” (“Mistakes, Anatomy Of” [1968], 1974, 219). He also highlighted 

anything that “stops or delays the flows” of an organization as “an enemy” of that organization 

(“Speed of Service” [1968] 1986, 194). In making these claims, Hubbard added gravity to 

seemingly innocuous mistakes that any group member could make. Improper procedures, 

laziness, or approximations of practice took on dire importance. By 1969, Hubbard warned his 

audience that “anyone who doesn’t wear his hat [that is, properly carry out their tasks] in a group 

and doesn’t do his job is obviously dramatizing a death wish for the group” (“Death Wish” 

[1969], 1974, 496). Shirking one’s duties “threatens his [the erring individual’s] own and the 

group’s survival. . . . Such a person is covertly murdering his fellows” (“Death Wish” [1969] 

1974, 496). 

In light of this severe portrayal of even minor errors, misunderstood words or poor 

organizational comprehension become contributing factors in killing either Scientology or its 

 
27 Dispersion involved “attributing its source to others and altering its processes or structure,” and connects 

to the concept of squirreling (“Handling the Suppressive Person” [1965] 1974, 53). Ignoring Scientology receives 

little treatment, perhaps because – unlike attempting to disperse or crush Scientology – this type of attack involved 

no direct, active threat. 
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members. Hubbard saw “organizational enturbulence” as a barometer of “the ignorance or 

absence of policy” (“Organizational Enturbulence” [1969] 1986, 48). In 1970, he issued several 

bulletins concerning the importance of “familiarity” with Scientology policies for organizational 

success. These bulletins identified fluency in proper administrative routines and correct technical 

processes as a necessary precursor to properly diagnosing enturbulence (“Familiarity” [1970] 

1982, 22). 

Crushing or dispersing Scientology using covert means – generating organizational 

enturbulence in the process – linked to Hubbard’s real or imagined class of squirrels. The terms 

squirrel or squirreling signified Scientologists who failed to master Hubbard’s writings and alter 

Scientology practices to cover their ignorance. Hubbard defined squirrels as those who “change 

and invent processes,” engage in “careless, incomplete, [and] messed up” procedures, and “g[o] 

off into weird practices or alte[r] Scientology” (“Auditing Speed” [1969] 1979, 94; “Handling 

With Auditing” [1970] 1979, 5; “Keeping Scientology Working” [1965] 1978, 8). Rather than 

following Hubbard’s stated procedures, squirrels misunderstood Scientology’s terms and altered 

Scientology’s practices as a result. Misattributing a squirrel’s actions to human error or stupidity 

mistakenly stripped agency in error away from the squirreling individual. Since Hubbard directly 

instructed practitioners to look up misunderstood words, “noncomprehension itself . . . is an 

avoidance of orders” (“Alter-Is and Degraded Beings” [1967] 1976, 193). 

By identifying misunderstood words as an indicator of insanity and squirreling, and by 

crafting insanity and squirreling as enemies of Scientology, Hubbard ideologically encouraged 

followers to foster in-group semantic fluency. As described above, perceptics rendered 

individuals aberrant or felicitous against a particular social backdrop. Thus, inventive semantic 

actions or unintentional mistakes effectively demonstrated failure or deviance within 
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Scientology’s understanding of the world. Hubbard fostered in-group solidarity and commented 

on attacks or criticism by demonizing deviance and categorizing non-comprehension as a sign of 

destruction, insanity or squirreling. 

Charges of squirreling or insanity presented only minor threats to Scientology’s external 

critics and opponents. As Hubbard himself explained, an individual’s status as rational, sane, or 

successful changed based on one’s organizational affinity. In this light, refuting charges of 

insanity or criminal behavior required little more than refusing to accept Scientology’s 

worldview. To deal with external criticism, then, Hubbard rhetorically required a linguistic 

technique that both he and his opponents could use to equal effect. In Dianetics and Scientology, 

Hubbard referred to this technique as “Public Relations” or “PR” and identified one PR 

technique, “propaganda,” as particularly important. Propaganda and PR served as both an 

offensive and defensive tool for shaping opinion by altering meaning, and Hubbard’s comments 

regarding propaganda provide insight into his own process of inventing and adapting vocabulary 

within Scientology. Moreover, Hubbard’s description of PR and propaganda outline a process of 

conflict management via definitional change that plays out in multiple ways in chapters 5-7. 

Hubbard’s description of propaganda is concentrated largely in a “PR Series” of bulletins 

issued in the early 1970s, not long after Australian authorities – temporarily – banned the 

practice of Scientology and the British House of Commons prohibited some Scientologists from 

entering the UK (Melton 2009, 24-25). His view of propaganda and PR took the form of a battle 

for public opinion, with multiple actors using similar tactics to further their own agendas while 

blocking their opponents. At heart, PR appeared as a process of communication involving a PR 

user, a message, and an audience. The goal of PR was to convince the audience to agree with the 
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message by “communicating an acceptable truth . . . which will attain the desirable result” (“The 

Missing Ingredient” [1970] 1976, 397).  

To complicate matters, however, Hubbard explained that a PR message’s audience could 

also use PR to communicate messages, and that different PRs could deploy conflicting messages. 

One of Hubbard’s most concise explanations of PR highlighted its function in achieving the 

user’s goals or disempowering one’s opponents: “PR is employed to obtain a result desired by 

the PR and his group. Or it is used to cancel out the undesirable PR of others” (“The Missing 

Ingredient” [1970] 1976, 397). Rather than simply communicating information, then, PR actively 

shaped opinion and tried to achieve desirable results that benefited the user’s group. This process 

did not necessitate telling the complete truth; instead, it required communicating an “acceptable 

truth” through a carefully planned presentation of information. Instead of relying on total truth, 

successful PR required imagination and knowledge of one’s audience. In a 1970 maxim, 

Hubbard quipped that “the right message in the right form to the right public gets the result” 

(“Wrong Publics,” [1970] 1976, 401). 

For instance, consider one of Hubbard’s earliest descriptions of propaganda, found in an 

internal 1957 promotion for his then-new book, All About Radiation. All About Radiation 

outlined Hubbard’s description of the physical consequences of nuclear fallout, and included 

claims regarding cures for radiation poisoning (All About Radiation [1957] 1976, 49). In the 

promotion, Hubbard explained the need for such a book by referencing American “hysteria” 

regarding radiation levels due to nuclear testing (“The Radiation Picture and Scientology” [1957] 

1976, 44). Comparing Geiger counter readings that he allegedly took while writing the book to 

readings taken in 1932, however, Hubbard claimed that “the background count . . . was the same. 

. . . There has apparently been no general increase of [radiation levels] in London or Washington 
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because of bomb testing” (“The Radiation Picture and Scientology” [1957] 1976, 45). To explain 

American radiation fear, Hubbard advised readers that the public had reacted to a “hysteria 

campaign” utilizing false data deployed by “Communist propagandists” (“The Radiation Picture 

and Scientology” [1957] 1976, 45). 

Four points about this depiction of propaganda are worth mentioning. First, the 

Communist PR message elicited a desired response from its audience despite using lies and false 

facts. Second, this propaganda succeeded because the Communist propagandists tailored their 

message to fit their audience. Knowing American and British concerns about nuclear testing, the 

Russians utilized “[fear of] radiation [which] is tailor-made to their agent provocateur 

techniques” (“The Radiation Picture and Scientology” [1957] 1976, 45). Third, the Communists 

created hysteria through propaganda to achieve a deliberate aim; namely, to “stop England from 

constructing H-bombs and to impede her defenses in other ways. . . . The hysteria campaign 

being conducted by Russia inside England and the United States was totally an effort to impede 

their national defense” (“The Radiation Picture and Scientology” [1957] 1976, 45). Fourth, the 

Communist propagandists achieved a result that benefited their own group while disempowering 

their opponents. Hubbard confirmed that “hysteria puts people in rather poor condition. . . . The 

U.S. population is being stampeded by Russia toward leaving the U.S. defenseless” (“The 

Radiation Picture and Scientology” [1957] 1976, 44-45). These points reinforced Hubbard’s 

understanding of PR and propaganda: a group created an acceptable truth to benefit itself and/or 

weaken its ideological opponents using a concept, event, or ideology that was important to its 

audience. 

The major difference between this depiction of propaganda and Hubbard’s 1970s 

depiction of propaganda lay in the PR users and the nature of the message. The Communist 
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propagandists whose work occasioned All About Radiation relied on “brainwashing” techniques 

“to instill fear and bring about destruction” (“The Radiation Picture and Scientology [1957] 

1970, 45-46). Moreover, their propaganda contained lies, which Hubbard had earlier identified as 

a flaw in propaganda’s communicative nature: propaganda consisted of “selling something that 

didn’t exist” (“Group Dianetics” [1950] 1982, 296-297). Propaganda of this nature worked only 

so long as one maintained a façade of truth – once the audience discovered the message’s falsity, 

their affinity faltered and the group/worldview collapsed (“Group Dianetics” [1950] 1982, 296). 

 In contrast to the PR/propaganda used by lying enemies, Hubbard later depicted 

PR/propaganda as techniques of offense or defense used by both Scientology and its opponents. 

He still identified PR as “lend[ing] itself to the use of unscrupulous persons and cliques,” but 

clarified that “PR can be used or abused” (“Liabilities of PR” [1970] 1976, 393, 395). Like 

Dianetics itself, PR served the interests of its users, with messages relying on lies or 

exaggerations receiving the label “black propaganda” just as devious uses of Dianetics received 

the label “black Dianetics” (“The Missing Ingredient” [1970] 1976, 396; “Danger: Black 

Dianetics!” [1952] 1979, 280).  

In Oct. 1971, Hubbard issued a policy letter called “Propaganda by Redefinition of 

Words” that exemplified propaganda’s flexible nature and implicitly identifies a process repeated 

in Peoples Temple, the Children of God, and the Jesus People. Simply put, “words are redefined 

to mean something else to the advantage of the propagandist” (“Propaganda Through 

Redefinition of Words” [1971] 1976, 423). Like other forms of PR, propaganda through 

redefinition of words required knowledge of one’s social situation as well as a PR message’s 

recipients: these acts of redefinition are “carefully planned and campaigned in order to obtain a 

public opinion advantage for the group doing the propaganda” (“Propaganda Through 
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Redefinition of Words” [1971] 1976, 423). To achieve this advantage, propaganda through 

redefinition of words required repetition:  

Public opinion can be altered by altering the meaning of the word. . . . The way to 

redefine a word is to get the new definition repeated as often as possible. . . . A 

consistent, repeated effort is the key to any success with this technique (“Propaganda 

Through Redefinition of Words” [1971] 1976, 423). 

 

Although Hubbard nowhere mentioned plausibility or fidelity as components of success, he 

underscored the value of repetitive usage based on deliberate alterations designed to invoke a 

particular change in public opinion. 

Hubbard directly linked language adaptation to conflict to explain the policy, noting that 

“this, so far as words are concerned, is the public opinion battle for belief in your definitions, and 

not those of the opposition” (“Propaganda Through Redefinition of Words” [1971] 1976, 424). 

Candidly, Hubbard identified Scientology’s own use of this principle. He singled out the group’s 

attempts to redefine certain groups as illegitimate while simultaneously redefining Scientology 

as desirable, suggesting that “it is necessary to redefine medicine, psychiatry and psychology 

downward and define Dianetics and Scientology upward” (“Propaganda Through Redefinition of 

Words” [1971] 1976, 423-424).28  

Hubbard’s texts redefined psychiatry by stripping the term of its connections to science 

and health, instead affiliating it with violence and authoritarianism. The process occurred 

frequently in Hubbard’s writings, but in this context a brief selection of examples is sufficient to 

demonstrate psychiatry’s adapted meaning. In an early 1950 lecture, Hubbard described 

psychiatrists as motivated by violence: “I could take 15 psychiatrists . . . now practicing these 

obscene and horrible acts [transorbital leukotomies and prefrontal lobotomies], and find in every 

 
28 See also “The Radiation Picture and Scientology,” wherein Hubbard explains that “our campaign is to 

sell Scientology. If we sell it well, psychiatry and psychology will collapse” ([1957] 1976, 47).  
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one of them an attempted abortion. . . . They kill their patients, quite often” (“Research and 

Discovery” [1950] 1980, 431). Ignoring the Hippocratic Oath, Hubbard instead identified death 

and harm as permeating psychiatric practice. Elsewhere, Hubbard recapitulated the basic 

constructive/destructive disposition found in all humans as the difference between Scientology 

and psychiatry. While Scientology tried to help the “barbarian society” in which it found itself, 

psychiatry demonstrated its insanity by conflating help and harm: “destroy is the same as help to 

a psychiatrist” (“How We Work on the Third Dynamic” [1958] 1976, 251). Twelve years later, 

Hubbard revisited psychiatry’s propensity for violence, describing psychiatric practices as 

“barbarism” and “insane sadism” (“Programming of Cases” [1970] 1982 14). 

In addition to disconnecting psychiatry from health or benefit, Hubbard also separated it 

from its disputed legitimacy as a successful scientific or health practice, describing it as irrational 

fraud. In an aside during his comments on abortion and violence, Hubbard explained that “there 

is no rationality connected with [psychiatry]” (“Research and Discovery” [1950] 1980, 431). 

During a tangential diatribe found in All About Radiation’s promotion, Hubbard chided 

psychiatrists, saying “there is a swindle involved here. . . . Before you begin to advertise that you 

can do something, you should be able to do it” (“The Radiation Picture and Scientology” [1957] 

1976, 47). In 1956, Hubbard forcibly differentiated Scientologists from psychiatrists, warning 

that association with psychiatry could doom Scientology:  

Of all the drooling idiots I would never choose for bedfellows, believe me, the 

psychologist and the psychiatrist would be below my lowest list. Why? Because they’re 

fakes. They come from a long line of hoodwinks. . . . Ninety percent of the few auditors 

who have quit have all suffered from this association with psychologists and psychiatrists 

to a point where they themselves thought they were phonies (“The Open Channel” [1956] 

1980, 389). 

 

Rather than originating from Dianetics’s alleged background in engineering or nuclear physics, 

Hubbard asserted that psychiatry emerged from fraudulent forebears. Even considering one’s 
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actions to be similar to psychiatric practice led Scientologists to squirrel or conclude that 

Scientology must be as false as psychiatry. 

 These passages exemplify Hubbard’s attempts to re-code psychiatry’s denotations and 

connotations by associating it with violence and fraud, thereby challenging its privileged status 

as a medical or scientific practice. Correspondingly, Modern Management Technology Defined 

included a substantial, scathing definition of psychiatry:  

Developed chiefly by a Russian veterinarian named Ivan Petrovich Pavlov (1849–1946). 

His basic principle was that men were only animals and could be conditioned and trained 

much like dancing bears or dogs. . . . None of the activities of psychology or psychiatry 

were designed to help or cure, only to control the masses. The results of psychiatry are 

physically damaging, consisting of various brutalities and often injure the patient for life 

or kill him outright (1976, 420).  

 

Hubbard propagandized practicing Scientologists by repeatedly providing a series of negative 

associations for psychiatry that cast Scientology as a true or helpful practice and exposed its 

detractors. While Dianetics and Scientology restored people’s cognitive capabilities, psychiatry 

dehumanized and damaged its misled patients. By repeating this sentiment in various guises 

throughout his career, Hubbard adapted psychiatry. 

Propaganda through redefinition of words provides a concrete example of religion as the 

structuring of asymmetrical relations between real or imagined groups or classes. Scientology 

crafted a worldview in which fluent, sane Scientologists stood “above” critics, squirrels, and 

psychiatrists. This hierarchical separation required differentiation, which Hubbard provided by 

linking the latter three categories to insanity, criminality, and deceit. By leveraging PR and 

propaganda, Scientology redefined words to defend itself against charges of pseudo-science or 

charlatanry, simultaneously empowering its own members while disempowering its critics. 

These adaptive linguistic practices formed an in-group vocabulary comprised of definitions that 

crafted a worldview and identity based on Scientology’s ideology. Ideal practitioners signalled 
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their membership and allegiance by using the proper terms and techniques as part of their 

religious practice, shaping reality through consensus in the process.  

The general contours of propaganda through redefinition of words appear in chapters 5-7. 

Peoples Temple, the Children of God, and the Jesus People all redefined terms as a technique of 

identity construction, conflict management, and boundary maintenance. Each leader deliberately 

selected these terms based on their knowledge of the message’s audience as well as the group’s 

goals. Through repeated reference in doctrine and practice, each movement’s leader redefined 

these terms in such a way as to weaken their opponents while strengthening themselves. 

This similarity between Scientology, the Children of God, Peoples Temple, and the Jesus 

People does not arise from the latter three groups adopting Hubbard’s teachings or emerging as 

Scientology offshoots. Instead, each group seemingly deployed propaganda through redefinition 

of words because Hubbard’s observations regarding language change and public relations 

approximate general ideas regarding language, group membership, conflict, and identity. 

Whereas the other movements’ leaders engaged in this process more implicitly or covertly, 

Hubbard explicitly enshrined his adaptive semantic techniques in Scientology’s doctrines. 

Outlining Hubbard’s teachings regarding language and religious group membership in this 

chapter, in other words, illuminates persistent patterns of language change in emergent or 

embattled religious movements.  

Some aspects of propaganda through redefinition of words appear consistently. First, 

each movement leader opportunistically surveyed both his audience and that audience’s social 

context to determine which terms could plausibly be redefined to effect significant ideological 

and behavioral changes in members’ identities, ideas, and actions. Significantly, the terms 

selected all relate to socially-contested concepts: powerful – but reversible – ideas with an 
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uncertain connotative status in a state of social flux. Hubbard’s critical redefinition of psychiatry, 

for instance, emerged during a period of growing interest in – and concern over – psychiatry. In 

the early Cold War period, distrust of psychiatric research grew amidst a perceived lack of 

ethical controls or ideological constraints (Halliwell 2013, 103). Popular depictions of 

psychiatric care – such as Ken Kesey’s 1962 novel One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest – and 

scholarly condemnations – from figures such as Herbert Marcuse and Thomas Szasz – threatened 

psychiatry’s status as a credible science in the United States (Halliwell 2013, 205, 267-268). 

Controversial treatments, including shock therapy and lobotomies, and widespread/widely 

debated use of psychoanalysis further destabilized psychiatry’s credibility (see Kent and Manca 

2014, 3). Finally, some segments of American counterculture in the late 1960s and 1970s decried 

psychiatry’s claims as social constructs designed to serve as agent of social control (Halliwell 

2013, 267; Kneeland and Warren [2002] 2008, 63-64). Hubbard’s selection of psychiatry as a 

term for redefinition thus mirrored larger social processes of connotative contestation in much 

the same way that Jones drew on evolving attitudes towards race or that Berg recognized 

conflicting perspectives on sexual propriety. Second, each movement’s redefining efforts 

operated by erecting or indicating asymmetrical relations between group members and their 

interlocutors. More specifically, these acts of semantic adaptation took place in the context of 

struggles for authority or legitimacy, whether in regard to doctrines or practices.  

Other aspects of language adaptation in new religions analyzed in chapters 5-7, however, 

diverge from Hubbard’s ideas. Most notably, I focus on movement leaders adopting and adapting 

pejorative terms. Hubbard tried to disempower his opponents by stripping merit from their 

claims of expertise – revealing psychiatry to be violent and dangerous. The religious movements 

portrayed in the following chapters, by contrast, focused their adaptive efforts on rehabilitating a 
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pejorative term initially meant to disempower. To use Hubbard’s phrasing, Scientology’s 

redefinition of psychiatry moved the term “downward,” while the Children of God, Peoples 

Temple, and the Jesus People defined pejorative terms “upward.” As I demonstrate, however, 

these “upward” adaptations also included disempowering changes – Peoples Temple redefined 

the ethnic category white negatively, and the Children of God and the Jesus People both 

redefined traditional Christianity as limiting and old-fashioned. While Scientology appears as the 

aggressor in its challenge of psychiatry, Peoples Temple, the Children of God, and the Jesus 

People took a reactionary stance, absorbing and altering insults from critics.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


